
TRANSPORT STRETCHER
URGENT

Transport stretcher URGENT is designed for quick and safe 
transport of patients in healthcare facilities. Ergonomic and 
intuitive controls allow instant use of functions. All functions are 
designed for maximum safety of patient and medical staff. Side 
rails of the stretcher are equipped with SAFE GAPS SYSTEM 
which eliminates the risk of pinching or trapping during folding 
the side rails down. Large wheels and lightweight construction 
ensure great mobility and handling. Comfortable width allows 
transport even for larger patients. Thanks to the high variability 
you can customized the URGENT to affordable version for 
transfer of patients at regular departments or to the maximally 
equipped stretcher for use in emergency. URGENT can be 
fitted with a wide range of accessories.

SIDE RAILS WITH SAFE GAPS SYSTEM

SUITABLE FOR PATIENTS UP TO 230KG 

INTUITIVE CONTROLS

HIGH VARIABILITY OF MODIFICATIONS

UNIVERSAL USE

www.promareha.com/nano

NANOTECHNOLOGY
This product can be treated with antibacterial

www.promareha.cz/nano

NANOTECHNOLOGIÍ
Tento produkt může být ošetřen antibakteriální
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Note: The colour patterns may slightly vary from the actual colours. 

Colour sampler of leatherette

08 14 1074 10 4492 4255

5635 5078 J-711 5120 6289 Z02

P-1 7210 P-2 8095 4850 4478

OPTIONAL MODIFICATIONS

Paper roll holder

Foldable transport handle 
at head part

IV pole 
steel-chromed / aluminum

Horizontal IV pole holder

Foldable side rails with 
SAFE GAPS SYSTEM

Safety belts
3 pcs

Pair of stainless steel 
bars for accessiories 

IV pole holder
 at head part

Mattress for HPL patient area 
200x72 cm - thickness: 5 cm, 7 cm or 10 cm

Transport tray for monitor 
or medical equipment

4x pedals of central brake

Oxygen bottle holder 
horizontal

Tilt side rails 
stainless steel

URGENT with 
FIXED 
mattress

URGENT with 
REMOVABLE 

mattress

ACCESSORIESMODIFICATIONS

MODIFICATIONS

SIDE RAILS MODIFICATIONS

MATTRESS



TRANSPORT STRETCHER
URGENT

FOLDABLE TRANSPORT HANDLE

COMFORTABLE ADJUSTMENT

PLASTIC UNDERCARRIAGE COVER 

SPACE FOR OXYGEN BOTTLE 

EASY HEIGHT SETTING 

SIDE RAILS WITH SAFE GAPS SYSTEM 

CENTRAL BRAKE

UNIVERSAL WHEELS

SAFETY PROTECTORS SAFE WORKING LOAD 230 kg

OPTIMAL WIDTH

SPACE FOR BELONGINGS

FIXED OR REMOVABLE MATTRESS

ACCESSORIES

PAPER ROLL HOLDER

Transport handle at patient head allows fast folding down in 
case of emergency.

Adjustment of the back part is assisted by a gas spring, 
which allows instant effortless adjustment to the desired 
position. The nursing staff can easily set individual positions 
by using handles located on both sides of the trolley.

It facilitates and speeds up daily cleaning of the stretcher. 
The cover protects the mechanisms of the undercarriage 
thereby extends the life of and reliability of the stretcher.

Oxygen bottle can be safely transported together with the 
stretcher thanks to the holder underneath patient area.

Lift of the patient area is controlled by a foot pedal accessible 
from both sides. Wide range of vertical positioning ensures 
compatibility with most hospital beds.

Fast folding of the side rail ensures immediate access to 
the patient. Thanks to the SAFE GAPS SYSTEM there is 
not risk of pinching or catching a hand during folding.

Pedals accessible from both sides of the stretcher allow 
safe braking. Locking one of the wheels in the straight 
position ensures easy transport by one person.

High-quality medical wheels make transport and handling 
of the bed very easily. The wheels are made of permanent 
non-marking material. Plastic wheel covers make cleaning 
easier, protect the bearings from dirt and significantly 
extend their lifetime. 

Bumper wheels at the corners and stainless steel bumpers 
on the sides protect stretcher and surrounding objects from 
unwanted damage.

Solid and sturdy construction with safe working load up to 
230 kg create a secure support for patient care. Extremely 
high durability is ensured thanks to used materials and 
technologies.

Width of the stretcher ensures comfortable transport even 
for larger patients and also provides perfect access of me-
dical staff to the patient.

Patient belongings or necessary medical equipment can be 
stored in space underneath the patient area.

The stretcher can be equipped with fixed upholstery 
covered with sanitary leatherette or removable mattress 
with handles. 

Compatibility with accessories is ensured by universal  
holders located at the head part. They allow the use of the 
most common accessories such as infusion pole. If the IV 
pole will not be in use, it can be placed in a holder under 
the patient area.

Holder under patient area for attachment of hygienic paper 
roll.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Fixed / Removable
87 x 208 cm
72 x 200 cm

56 – 94 cm / 51 - 89 cm (without mattress)
hydraulic
0 - 85°

gas spring
200 mm
230 kg

82 kg / 78 kg
2x
4x
Ok
1x

Type of mattress
Overall dimensions
Dimensions of patient area
Height of patient area
Height adjustment
Angle of back part
Back part adjustment
Wheels
Safe working load
Weight
Central brake pedals
Bumper wheels
Plastic undercarrige cover
Fixed transport handle

Removable mattress (5 cm, 7 cm, 10 cm) 
Foldable side rails with SAFE GAPS SYSTEM

Tilt side rails
Foldable transport handle at head part

Paper roll holder
IV pole holder at head part

IV pole holder under patient area
IV pole - aluminum

IV pole - steel-chromed
Oxygen bottle holder

Transport tray for monitor or medical equipment
Pair of stainless steel bars for accessories 

Safety belts

SAFE GAPS SYSTEM
Keep your hands

safe with NEW type 

of side rails

Back part adjustment (0°- 85°) Height adjustment (56 - 94 cm) Folding side rails with SAFE GAP SYSTEM Foldable handle

OPTIONAL MODIFICATIONS


